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Shifty Mach I
Power Increase Demands

Quick Clutch Upgrade

Text by by Titus Bloom
Photos by Moore Good Ink
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I

n its eleventh year, Gary Winter’s
’03 Mustang Mach I received a
clutch upgrade. Nothing very
remarkable there, you might think,
as engine power increases so, too, must
clutch holding power. Nor is the job
arduous; that is if you have access to a lift
and a transmission jack. At MV Performance the able Jason Carr completed the
upgrade in around two and a half hours.
The car’s background is also worth
exploring. In 2003, Winter unexpectedly
needed transportation and set oﬀ to buy a
pickup truck. He promptly selected the
one he wanted, but came home with a
new, red 4.6L Mach I Mustang instead. On
his way to the sales oﬃce he caught a
glimpse of the DOHC four-valve machine
and changed his mind.
Since then the car has accrued 76,000
miles, and though it’s no longer a daily
driver, it’s still active on the roads each
month, making its way to car shows or to
test and tune meets at local drag strips.
Externally the Mach I’s appearance
remains unchanged, except for the Billet
Specialty wheels.

/ The clutch upgrade requires the
removal of the transmission and
starts by disconnecting the shifter.
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In the engine bay there resides a Ford
Boss 5.0L block bored and stroked, which
increased the displacement from 4.6
(281 ci) to 5.3L (324 ci). Built by MV
Performance of Winder, Georgia, power
increased from the stock 305 hp at the
ﬂywheel to 430 hp. The induction was
changed to include a Sullivan intake and
the factory computer was swapped for a
Big Stuﬀ3, which increased the engine’s
rev range from 7,000 to 9,000 rpm and
picked up a further 75 hp.
At the rear, stock springs were used but
lowered by the removal of one coil. Also

/ Remove the O2
sensors and gain
access to 5 or 6
inches of
additional space.
Separate all of the
remaining
connections on the
transmission
wiring harness. In
addition to the O2
sensors these
include power to
the neutral-safety
switch, back-up
lights and
speedometer.

/ Exhaust systems come
in all configurations, but
most of them, including
this mild steel X-pipe
system, need support
when removing and
refitting.
/ Next, detach the clutch cable
from the clutch fork and mark the
driveshaft flange and pinion flange
to maintain former alignment
later. Remove the driveshaft.

visible are Metco upper and lower control
arms with Delrin bushings; earlier
polyurethane bushings shattered. The
axles are manufactured by Moser, and the
shocks by Strange Engineering, who also
provided the spool-style rearend.
For nimble quarter-mile performance,
the stock transmission was incapable of
fast shifting and was subsequently
replaced by a TKO 500, which attaches to
a Quick Time bell housing. Importantly, the
transmission was sent to Liberty’s for
face-plating, a process that results in rapid
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/ Disconnect and
remove the starter
motor and
transmission.

/ Undo the bell
housing and clutch
cover assembly.

no-lift shifts during hard acceleration.
“I was cutting the lights at 7,800
rpm,” said Winter, “so we altered the rear
gear ratio from 4.56 to 4.88:1. With the
lower gear we’re aiming to exit the
quarter-mile at 8,300 or 8,400 rpm.”
During the latest upgrades, the Mach I
received a Ram billet aluminum flywheel
and Powergrip clutch assembly. A
single-disc direct-fit arrangement, the
10.5-inch flywheel is lighter than the
original by around 14 pounds. Lower
mass means a lower moment of inertia,

/ The original flywheel is around 14 pounds heavier than the aluminum replacement, which is a
significant amount of surplus rotating weight. When Ram aluminum flywheels, which operate with
a ¼-inch-thick steel friction insert to dissipate heat faster, are exposed to excessive heat, they can
be resurfaced and live again.
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/ On the right is Ram’s King Cobra pressure plate,
which has a lighter pedal effort than its standard
Powergrip set for these Mustangs. Holding power is
rated around 550 hp and provides a nice balance of
drivability and dragstrip performance.

/ Install the flywheel and single-clutch disc. This
single disc introduces two different types of friction
pads: the organic side operates with the flywheel and
the metallic side with the pressure plate.

/ Attach the starter
motor, and then fit
the slave yoke to the
rearend of the
transmission to align
the input shaft with
the clutch splines as
the transmission is
raised into position.

/ Attach the cover
assembly. Note the
alignment tool that
inserts through the
splines of the clutch
disc and engages in
the end of the
crankshaft,
centralizing the disc
in the clutch
assembly.

/ Using leverage on the clutch fork, pull it forward and install the
clutch cable. Aim for approximately ¼ inch free play between the
throw-out bearing and the clutch. Free play is regulated at the
firewall adjuster.

/ Secure the new throw-out
bearing to the clutch fork.

/ Finally, connect the driveshaft, the exhaust and the
electrical connections on the transmission wiring harness.

/ Next, install the bell housing. This Quick Time
model is a spun steel safety shield—not rolled or
stamped—and certified for drag racing applications. It
accommodates the TKO 500 transmission as well as
the T5 Mustang and Tremec 3550

which translates to faster response,
which means faster acceleration and
deceleration as well as less wheelspin. The increased clamping
pressure of the new flywheel-clutch
system accommodates power
increases up to 550 hp while
maintaining light pedal operation.
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